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Abstract. As face recognition research matures and products are
deployed, the performance of such syslemsis being scrutinized by
many constituencies. Performance factors of strong practical interest
include the elapsed time betwccn a subject's enrollment and subsequent
acquisition of an unidentified face image, and the number of images of
each subject available. In this paper, a long-term image acquisition
project currently underway is described and data from the pilot study is
examined. Experimental results suggest that (a) recognition
perJormance is substantiaUy poorer when unknown images are acquired
on a different day from the enrolled images, (b) degradation in
performance does not follow a simple predictable pattern with time
between known and unknown image acquisition, and (c) performance
figures quoted in the literature based on known and unknown image
sets acquired on the same day may have little practical value.

1 Introduction

Although automatic face recognition has a rich history [4], it has only recently
emerged as a potentially viable component of authcntication and access control
systems. The research community has responded to this increascd interest in various
ways. Firstly, the variety of approaches to face recognition continues to broaden (e.g.,
new modalities [2][5][6]). Secondly, standardized approaches for assessment (and
more importantly, comparison) have emerged [1] and been used in meaningful
evaluations of vendor systems [7][8]. Such efforts require databases that are large
enough and controlled well enough to admit meaningful statistical analyses, but also
arc representative of applications. The emergence of viable systems is shifting
emphasis from development of new algoritllmic techniques to gaining an
understanding of the basie properties of face recognition systems. One of the least
well-understood phenomena is variation of fc'lce appearance over short (weeks or
months), medimn (years), and long (decades) periods of time. This paper presents an
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ongLling colkctilln dTort to support unlkrstantiing the short and medium term
changes in filce appearance. Initial analyses arc measuring the eff<.;cts of tcmporal
variation on algorithm performance and estimating thc distribution of matches of
images of the samc person. The database will be releascd to the rcsearch community
to support developl11cnt of algorithms thaI arc robust to temporal variations. The
control of location, camera, and lighting allows variations in filcc appearance duc to
dapscd lilllc to hc investigated without masking li'olll ellvironllh:ntal changes, It has
hccn ohserved l7.X I that lilet.: recognition systems an: challenged in uncontrolled
lighting (t>.g., outdoors or uncven indoor ambient illumination). The databasc
described here contains imagcs with uncontrollcd lighting that can be used as
challenge data.
The de faCIO standard in thc area of performance cvaluation of face identification

algorithms is thc FEHEr methodology [I]. This methodology and most subsequent
work employ the concept of a traillillg image set used to develop thc identification
lechnique. a gal/e/)' image set that embodies the set of persons enrolled in the system,
and a pro he image set containing images to be identified. Identification of a probe
image yields a ranked set of matches, with rank I being the hest match. Results are
presented as cumulative match characteristics (CMC), where the x-axis denotes a rank
threshold and the y-axis is the fraction of experiments that yield a correct match at
ranks equal to or lowcr than the threshold. General aspects of the FERET
methodology include precise specification of training, gallery, and probe image sets
drawn from a largc database of face images, defincd methods for computing
perfonnance metrics, and sequestration of test set images until after the test is
pcrfomled. In FERET tests in March of 1997, two algorithms were able to achieve
!)5%) or greater correct identification of the rank-one match, based on a gallcry of
I 196 ncutml-expression face images and a probe set of 1195 alternative-expression
1;II:c images of the same subjects taken on the same day (Figure 3 of [I D. These
algorithms operated in partially automatic mode, meaning that the eye coordinate
locations were manually identified and supplied to the algorithms. When a somewhat
smaller probe set was used, containing normal-cxprcssion images taken in a different
image acquisition session, all algorithms scored less than 60% correct on a rank-onc
match (Figure 4 of f I l). This dramatic perfilfmance diffcrcnce clearly points to the
importance of studying how lace identification performance changes as probe images
are acquired at varying lengths of timc separation from thc gallery images. The
complete FERET database was assembled in 1996 and has 14.126 images from 1,199
subjects III. Face images taken for one subject at one image acquisition session
typically include Illultiple standard lighting conditions and multiple racial
npressiolls, Some .subjects participated in multiple image acquisition sessions
sl'parakd by as much as two years in time, but flJllowing subjects over timc was not a
specific Il)CUSof the FERET efl<H1. Only a handful of subjects participated in as
many as ten different sessions,
There arc a number of nice d'ltabasc efforts described in the literature. The

Xtvl2VTS database assembled at Surrey [10] contains 295 subjects with images taken
alone-month intervals and has been used f(}r «ICC authentication (verification)
n:scarch. The PI I,. database at Carnegie l\lcllon University III] contains 41,368
illlagcs or hI< pcople collectcd over a three-month period. reflecting a large variety of
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pos~s and lighting conditions. ()lh~r databas~s ass<.:mbkd r~c~l1tly il1dlld~ the j\R
1121 and Olliu datahas~s 1131·

2 Data Collection

To ass~ss the perli.mnLince of l;ICC recognition systems under large elapsed time. a
suitable database of sllch imagery must be obtained. Such a collection will be
assembled during 2002-2004. The acquisition plan has the fi.)lIowing clements:

a. Weekly lIl;quisitiolls of each subject.
h. At a minimum. IOllr high-resolution color images (two I~l(:ial expressions. two

controlled studio lighting configurations) and two images with "unstructured"
lighting will be taken of each subject.

c. Subjects will participate in the study as long as possible over the two-year
period.

Fig. 1. Tcn FERET-stylc imagcs of one subject taken over a period of cleven wceks

Fi~. 2. Two rcpreselltatin; "ullstructured" images li'OIlI the Sprillg 2002 pilot COIlCClioll
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In Spring 2002. a pilot acquisition study was undertakcn to ohtain expcrience with
a large-scale study as well as to prompt the development of necessary hardware and
sollwarc support. The Spring 200:! study involved ten acquisition sessions conducted
over an clcwl1-wcck pl.!riod (spring break occulTed in the middle of the project).
Color imngcs were acquircd with Sony tvJ VC-95 cameras, which provided 1600x 1200
images in JPEG fonnnt with minimal compression artil~lcts visible. Ten views of a
single suhject (one from each week of the pilot study) appear in Fig. I. Thrce Smith-
Victor A 120 lights with Sylvania Photo-ECA hulbs provided studio lighting. The
lights wcre located approximately eight feet in front of the subject; one was
approximately four feet to the leB, one was centrally located, and one was located
four feet to the right. All three lights were trained on the subject thce. One lighting
configuration had the central light Illmed ofT and the others on. This will be referred
to as "f-ERET style lighting" or "LF". The other configuration has all three lights on;
this will be called hmugshot lighting" or "LI\I". In nine of the ten weeks of the Spring
2002 study, two additional images were obtained for each subject, under less well-
controlled lighting and camera configuration. Generally, these images were takcn in a
hallway outside the laboratory, with a different camera and subject position eaeh
week. f-ig. 2 shows two representative images of this "unstructured" type; the subject
is the same as that in Fig. I.
The Spring 2002 study yielded 3378 color images. f-ig. 3 depicts the numbcr of

subjects participating in each week of the project. Eye coordinates in each image were
selected malllwlly and lIsed for image registration in the PCA system described
below.

3 Experimental Designs and Results

Ln this section, we describe a series of experiments designed to investigate the
baseline perfomlance of a Ince recognition system employing the data described in
Section 2, and to investigate performance variations due to elapsed time. The software
suite lIsed in these experiments was developed at Colorado State University [3]. In
keeping with the evaluation methodology introduced in the FERET study [1], each
experiment is characterized by three image sets. all disjoint.
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a. Thc training sd is used to form thc projection matrix uscd in the PCA
tcchniquc; in the expcrimcnts rcported here. J 1 J 5 images drawn from the
FERET data set (ncutml facial exprcssion) formed the training set. We
experimented with other sets of training data and did lIot diswver significant
variations in pcrfbrmance.

b. The galle}:v set contains the sct of "enrolled" images of subjects to recognize.
1\11 galleries used in this paper were drawn from the Spring 2002 image
acquisitions described above.

c. The probe set is a set of images to be recognized via matching against the
gallery. We employ a closed universe assumption (every probe will have a
corresponding match in the gallery). Probes were drawn from the Spring 2002
database discussed above.

Gallery and probe selections were made to allow straightforward experimental
comparisons akin to those typically rcported in the literature. For the sake of brevity.
we report fOllr sllch experiments in this papcr. Howevcr, the availability of several
wceks of data on the same subjects allows for other studies explicitly addrcssing time
depcndence.

3.1 Experiment I

The scenario for this experiment is a typical enroll-once identification setup. The 62
gallery images were neutral-expression, LF imagcs of all subjects photographed in
session I of the Spring 2002 study. The 438 probe images were all ncutral-
expression, LP images of subjecL~ in sessions 2 through 10 of the Spring 2002 study.
Hence. this experiment controls lor same lighting and type of expression. For each
subject, there is one enrolled gallery image and up to nine probe images, each
acquired in a distinct later session. Figure 4 shows a cumulative match characteristic
(CMC) plot for this recognition study. Since the Colorado State PCA software
supports several metrics for subspace matching, we experimented with several
choices. This plot illustrates a striking difference in performance between the
strnightforward Euclidean metric and the Mahalanobis metric that attempts to factor
out scaling and correlation effects. The approximately 95% first-rank recognition
result using the Mahalanobis angle mctric is an encouraging result. The quality of the
rvIahalanobis anglc metric has been noted by other researchcrs [3,9].

3.2 Expcrimcnt 2

This experimcnt controls for different expressions in the gallery ami probe sets. The
gall cry used was identical to that of Experiment 1. The 438 probe images werc
alternate-expression FERET-lit subjects. CMC curvcs arc depicted in Figure 5. As
expected, performance in this experiment degrades significantly in comparison to
Experiment I, when the same expression is used in gallery and probc. Note that the
pcrfonnancc degradation of the Euclid\!.m metric is more than twice that of the
Mahalanobis angle metric. This suggests that the rVlahalanobis angle metric is
eftectively normalizing out some of the variation due to the change in expression.
Howcvcr. the pcrf(lI"fnam:c degradation or more than IO(~,;,for the Mahalanobis angle
mdric indicates that mme needs to be done to handle variation in expression.
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3.3 Experiment 3

Experimcnt 3 was designcd to reveal any obvious effect of elapsed timc (between
gallery and probc acquisition) on performance. The experimcnt consisted of nine sub-
experiments. Thc gallery sct is the same as that used in Experiments I and 2. Each of
the probes was a set of ncutral-expression. FEHEr-lit images taken within a single
session after session I (i.e., subexperimcnt I lIsed session 2 images in its probes,
subexpcrimcnt 2 used session 3. and so forth), Figure 6 plots, tor each week, the
percentage of top-ranked matches that were correct in the nine sub-experiments (the
graph depicts performance betwecn 90'XI and 100%). The graph reveals differences in
pcrl<mnance from wcck to week. but thcre is no clearly discemable trend in the
results. Week 5 has the worst rcsults of the tcn weeks and week 6 is essentially the
same as week I in pcrl<>nllance.

3.4 Experiment 4

Experiment 4 was dcsigncd to examine the pcrfllflnallce of the face recognitIOn
system with a constant delay or one wcek hctween gallery and probe acquisitions. It
consists of ninc sub-experiments: thc lirst lIsed imagcs fwm session I as a gallery and
session 2 as probe, the sl~colHIused session 2 as gallery and session 3 as probe. and so
011. AI\ images were ncutral-expression sllh.kcts with FI~RI:T-slyle lighting. The lop-
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rank-correct percentages for. this batch of experiments appear in Figure 7. We note an
overall higher level of performance with one week of dday than with delays larger
than one week (as plotted in Figure 6). Ilowever, there is no clear trend in
performance with an illl;rcasing lIumber uf weeks between galkry and probe
acquisition.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we haw described a new data set It)r Hlce recognition research
containing images of several dozen subjects taken weekly over a ten-week interval.
Another such collection effort with expanded scope is undcnvay. We also describe the
results of somc baseline perli:mm1l1ce experiments using the collccted data. We
obscrved superior perlormancc of the Mahalanohis angle metric over the Euclidean
metric. Any delay betwccn acquisition of gallery images and probes caused
recognition system perl()fJnancc degradation. More than one week's delay yielded
poorer perfommnce than a single weck's delay. However, thcre is no discemible trend
(using the data in the pilot study) that relates the size of the delay to the perfonnancc
decrease. This motivates the development of a largcr database covering more subjects
and a longer period of time. Such an acquisition is underway. Additional experiments
to be performed include: identification of subjects who arc consistently difficult to
recognize correctly, determination of the effcct of lighting change (from FERET
lighting to another structured lighting scheme or to unstructured lighting) on
performance, investigation of mctrics lor matching, and repetition of earlier
experiments with new image data.
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